
Level 5: Structured Spelling List 
-tch wh- wa qu k/b/h/t w/g/l c -c- oi/oy au ea ea ai mixed 
catch whale wad quality knee wrap cinema face choice sauce eager bread afraid bedroom 
hatch what wallet quantity kneel wrapper circle palace voice saucer appear dead straight blackbird 
match wheat wand quarter knew wreck circuit place rejoice fault disappear head against bonfire 
patch when wander queen knickers wrestle circular race android haul decrease instead bargain cloakroom 
thatch where want quench knight wriggle circus space avoid autumn disease read Britain clockwise 
watch whether want question knit wrinkle citizen surface spoil trauma increase ready certain cupboard 
itch which was quick knives wrist city trace spoilt haunt reason spread complain database 
bitch while wash quiet knob write cease dice toilet launch season thread curtain football 
pitch whine wasp quit knock wrong cell ice ointment laundry treason meadow entertain goalkeeper 
stitch whisker watch quiz knot answer cellar nice joint taunt breathe deaf fountain goodnight 
switch white swab quote know sword cement price point applause creature health maintain grandfather 
witch who swallow squabble knuckle whole cent rice appointment August feature wealth mountain handbag 
sketch whole swamp square bomb gnarled centipede slice disappoint cause defeat weapon obtain household 
fetch whose swan squash dumb gnash centre spice anoint clause repeat measure raise joystick 
stretch why swap squeak lamb gnat centurion twice noise pause retreat pleasure refrain outside 
clutch  swat squeal numb gnaw century chance poison author treatment treasure remain paintbrush 
hutch   squeeze thumb gnomes certain dance annoy   breath affair playground 
   cheque debt sign cycle pencil convoy   death despair popcorn 
    doubt calf  decide destroy   feather repair sandwich 
    rhubarb half   employ   leather praise tablecloth 
    rhyme calm   enjoy   weather  upstairs 
    castle salmon   voyage   threaten  waterproof 
    whistle folk      heaven  weekend 
     yolk      heavy  windmill 
P*s P*s P*-ys P* -ies -er db§/-er -ier -iest -ying e/-ing db§/-ing -ied/-ies -d/-ed db§/-ed 
-fs/-ffs -oos abbeys activities baker fatter angrier angriest crying bouncing beginning applied exploited chatted 
bluffs cuckoos birthdays armies braver planner busier Busiest drying closing chatting carried obtained chopped 
cliffs igloos boys babies closer shredder chillier chilliest frying composing clapping cried remained clapped 
cuffs kangaroos chimneys berries dancer winner clumsier clumsiest prying dancing cutting denied repaired dragged 
puffs tattoos cowboys centuries driver spinner cosier cosiest trying driving digging fried bounced dripped 
proofs zoos days cities larger skipper crazier craziest applying exploring dragging hurried cemented dropped 
reefs -os donkeys counties later swimmer dirtier dirtiest carrying hoping dropping lied complained fitted 
roofs duos jerseys countries liner beginner dustier dustiest denying joking flapping married damaged grabbed 
sniffs Eskimos jockeys diaries maker fitter funnier funniest hurrying liking getting relied danced hopped 
stuffs pianos journeys dictionaries nicer robber happier happiest marrying lining grabbing replied decided hugged 
-ves piccolos keys enemies rider shopper healthier healthiest relying making hopping satisfied decreased patted 
calves solos moneys factories riper chopper heavier heaviest replying naming hugging scurried entertained permitted 
curves studios monkeys fairies ruder hopper hungrier hungriest scurrying poking humming spied imagined pinned 
dwarves** trios plays families shaver runner lazier laziest supplying saving letting supplied increased planned 
elves -oes quays gypsies smiler drummer lonelier loneliest tidying scraping planning tidied measured popped 
halves banjoes toys hobbies timer rubber lovelier loveliest varying shaking running tried practised rubbed 
hooves** buffaloes trays injuries wider cutter luckier luckiest worrying sliding shopping varied refused skipped 
knives cargoes# trolleys jellies writer bigger merrier merriest  smiling shrugging worried treasured slapped 
leaves dominoes# turkeys ladies  hotter nastier nastiest  smoking skipping carries whistled slipped 
lives echoes valleys libraries  thinner noisier noisiest  stroking slimming cries wriggled stepped 
loaves flamingoes#  lollies -est db§/-est rustier rustiest  taking slipping denies wrinkled stopped 
ourselves grottoes#  lorries bravest biggest sillier silliest  timing spinning hurries  trapped 
scarves** heroes  memories closest fattest tidier tidiest  tuning stepping lies  tripped 
selves potatoes  parties largest fittest    using stopping marries  wrapped 
sheaves tomatoes  pastries latest hottest    waving swimming relies   
shelves tornadoes#  photocopies nicest thinnest    whistling trapping replies   
thieves torpedoes#  ponies ripest     wrestling trotting satisfies   
wharves volcanoes  puppies rudest     writing wetting supplies   
wives   secretaries wildest      winning tries   
wolves   stories        worries   
 
P* = Plural       ** Either –ves or –fs          # Either –os or –oes         db§ = double letter 


